
C. Cassia Longina 
 
 

Cooking Contest  
 
These recipes are from my (future opening restaurant) – Domus Cassii. The theme of my 

restaurant is a fusion between ancient Roman/Greek cooking (based on my family’s 
ancient recipes) and modern. Although not all ingredients are listed in the original 

translations of my family’s cookbook, I combine modern and ancient into my dishes.  
 

I have prepared two drinks, a gustatio (starter), a meat esca (second course), and a 
paropsis (dessert).  

 
Drinks 

Using mainly Greek and Italian products, these two drinks are some of the more popular 
items on the drink menu of Domus Cassii. One, Cassius, is available year round based on 
the availability of items used. The other Cheimon is available as a seasonal drink in the 
autumn and winter – inspired by the warming Roman spiced wine (also available, but 

Cheimon is more “exotic”).  
 

Cassius.  [5 €]  
1 bottle of Italian prosecco (I prefer Mionetto)  

½ cup of gin 
20 fresh blackberries  

A handful of mint  
1 teaspoon of finely chopped ginger root  

 
Pour the prosecco into a large jar and combine with the gin. Muddle the blackberries, 

mint, and ginger into the prosecco. Strain into champagne glasses. Garnish with 
blackberry and mint. Serve chilled.  

 
This drink is a semi-sweet bubbly drink – perfect for the Miami weather (and Rome in 

the summer). Its simplicity is not a demeaning factor – the mint and ginger offers 
complex dimension, which is tasted after the initial berry and strong prosecco.  

 
*** 

 
Cheimon. [8 €]  

(This is a drink based of the Roman spiced wine, served in the fall and winter) 
[Yield approx. 2 cups) 

3 tablespoons brown sugar (or honey for historical accuracy)  
3 tablespoons water (sparkling) 
½ cup of apple juice (unfiltered)  



1 red, sweet apple (cored and cubed) 
1 teaspoon cinnamon  

12 whole cloves 
1 vanilla bean, split lengthwise  

1 ½ cups bourbon  
 

Add the sugar, water, and apple juice into a saucepan over low heat. Cook, stir 
occasionally until the sugar dissolves. Add the apple, cinnamon, cloves, and vanilla bean. 
Continue cooking until the apple begins to caramelize. Remove from the heat and allow 
to cool. Once cool, add the apple mixture to a large glass jar. Add the bourbon and let it 
sit in a cool place for 12 hours – 2 days. Once the infusion is complete, shake gently and 

strain.  Serve warm.  
 

It is like a kicked up version of cider. The vanilla bean offers “back-tastes” to the drink 
and the warm apple and bourbon definitely help on a chilly spring night!   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Starter 
Garlic Cheese [5 €]  

Parmesan cheese, hand grated and crushed with mortar and pestle, combined with fresh 
garlic, organic rosemary, and a splash of olive oil. Served with warm artisan bread. 

 
This was always a favorite in my family and still is! A lot of garlic!  

 

 
 

1-2 heads of garlic 
8 ounces of grated Parmesan cheese  

Olive oil 
Dry white wine 

A handful of celery leaves  
Sea salt  

 
Finely chop the garlic until it is barely noticeable (in size). Combine it in a bowl with the 
cheese and crush the garlic a little to release the flavor. Finely chop the celery leaves and 
add to the mixture. Pour in olive oil and wine in equal parts until the mixture begins to 
take on the form of a heavy dip. Sprinkle a little sea salt into the mix and combine well. 

Pour in a little more wine (or as much as you want) and serve with warm bread or 
crackers.  

 
 
 

Meat Course 
Roast Lamb [20 €]  

A hand selected cut of farm raised lamb, marinated in an ancient sauce: honey and milk 
with pepper and salt. Roasted to perfection in a clay bowl over a fire, the lamb is 

adorned with dried dates, olive oil, and then doused with delectable red wine, and served 
with rosemary and mint. 

 
 

It is one of the original recipes passed down to me from centuries of my Roman family. 
While lamb was more of a luxury item, porridge was a main part of the common person’s 

diet. Combining the more patrician serving of marinated meat and the common staple, 



this dish is joining the two culinary traditions of the two classes of Rome and making 
something that represents the unity of Rome as a whole.  

 

 
[Yield for 1] 

Lamb 
5 chops or 1 sizeable lamb steak 

Bottle of red wine 
Splash of milk 

3-5 cloves of garlic, finely chopped  
1 teaspoon of honey (I use Greek forest honey, ordered from Thassos)  

5 dried dates 
Pepper 

Salt 
Olive oil  

Rosemary 
Mint 

Optional: green onions 
Optional: Balsamic vinegar  

 
*This time I did not roast it in a clay pot, as I do not have the proper equipment in Rome 

(it is back in Miami), but I grilled it instead.* 
 

Tenderize the lamb and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Place garlic, rosemary, dates, mint, 
and honey in a dish, and combine. Add the lamb into the sauce. Cover with red wine 

(until the lamb is completely covered) and splash with a little milk. Cover and leave in 
the refrigerator 6-12 hours. 



Remove and rub with olive oil. Grill until cooked. Reduce the vinegar over medium-low 
heat. Serve over Roman porridge (below) and dates, covered with a light glaze of the 

vinegar reducing, sprinkled with mint and green onions.   
 

Roman Porridge  
40 grams semolina  

75 ml of water 
25 ml of milk 

 
Add semolina and water into a saucepan and bring to a boil, stir continuously. When it 

starts to thicken (5-10 minutes), add the milk, bit by bit, and let simmer for a few 
minutes. To thicken, add more semolina.  

 
The semolina is naturally a bit sweet, so the tang of the vinegar reduction, honey, mint, 

and dates blends well with the garlic and dry red wine. This double layering of sweet and 
savory, offers a complexity of tastes on different dimensions.  

 
 

Dessert 
Honey Cake [8 €]  

 
100-200 grams of flour 

80 grams of ground almonds 
Splash of milk 

2  medium eggs 
200 grams of honey 

Butter (to grease the pan) 
Pepper 

 
Preheat the oven to 170°C (325°F). Grease the pan with the butter, making sure to cover 
the entire area. Put the eggs into a medium or large bowl and beat the egg well. Add the 

flour, almonds, and milk into the egg, combine well. Slowly pour the honey into the 
mixture. Pour the mixture into a tin and bake for 45-60 minutes, until the edges and top 



are slightly browned and crispy. The cake will turn a dark brown from honey. Remove 
from the oven and let it cool for 10 minutes. Remove from the tin and let it sit out to cool.  

Serve with honey and a bit of black pepper on top.  
 

I serve it with a serving of gelato also – this one was a lavender, honey flavor.  
 

The honey is the prominent flavor in this dessert and baking honey offers it a chance to 
release the taste of the flowers it came from. My honey is Greek Forest honey from 

Thassos, so baking it released the flavor of pine and sweet grass. The lavender gelato 
offered a cooling sensation in contrast to the strong honey in the cake.  
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